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1. INTRODUCTION 
The solution $(t, x0) of the autonomous ordinary differential equation 
2 = f(x), x(O) = x,, is the basic model of a local flow (we will give the definition 
below), and quite general properties of the topological dynamics of flows help 
us to study the solutions and their asymptotic behavior. The flow is defined 
on the state space, which we will take to be R”. If the equation is nonautonomous, 
ix., z? =f(x, t), the solution +(t, x,,) is no more a local flow 
Sell [9] has shown how to associate a local flow with the solution of the 
nonautonomous equation in a way that can be used to study the solutions. 
The basic idea is to take into consideration the changes in the equation while 
time progresses. Formally, we consider the mapping 
where ~$(t, x0 , g) is the solution of k = g(x, s), x(O) = x0 , and fi is the translate 
off, defined byft(x, s) = f(x, t -t s). Th e mapping ?T is now the candidate for 
being a local flow, but notice that it will be a flow in the product of the state 
space and a function space that contains all the translatesf, off. 
Sell [9] and Miller and Sell [6] h ave shown how to use the flow to study the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of nonautonomous ordinary differential 
equations and Volterra integral equations. Applications to stability theory can 
be found in [4, 111. For more applications, details, and references, see Sell’s 
monograph [lo] and the two recent surveys by Miller and Sell [7] and LaSalle [4]. 
It should be mentioned that many of the results in these references rely only 
on the fact that x is indeed a local flow. In the present paper we shall contribute 
to the technical problem, namely, under what conditions r is a local flow. In 
particular, WC shall improve some recent results obtained by Wakeman [Ill, 
and thus respond to the closing remark of [4]. Since the applications in [ll] 
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(and many in [4, 6, 7, 9, lo]) are based only on the possibility of constructing 
the flow, we automatically get generalizations. We shall not discuss these 
applications here. 
The mathematical problem which we face is basically to embed the translates 
ft of f in a function space F such that +(t, x0 , g) will be continuous on 
H x Rn x 9 when defined, and so that (t, g) -+ g, is continuous. WC also 
want 3 to be a compact space. (Compactness is usually used to establish 
LaSalle invariance principle in the study of stability, see [4, 111. For some other 
applications it is enough to require that g will be a complete uniform space.) 
In Section 2 we shall present our conditions on the function j, and define 
the space .!P in which the translates ft off are embedded. It will be a compact 
metric space. The two questions of the continuity of 4 and the compactness of 9, 
will be discussed separately, in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, in Section 5 
we give the formal definition of a local flow, and cheek that x is indeed such a 
flow. 
The author wants to thank J. I’. LaSalle for stimulating discussions. 
2. '1'11~ EQUATION AND THE SPACE 
Let W be an open set in R”, the n-dimensional real space. Let R be the real 
line. Our main results are concerned with the ordinary differential equation 
f = f(X, s), 
where f(~, s): W x R --f R” is continuous in X, measurable in s, and satisfies: 
For every compact set A C W there exist two locally L, functions MA(S) and 
K”(S) such that if X, y in A and s E R 
(9 if@, 4 < flI&), 
(4 I fb, 4 -f (y, 41 < US) x - y !; 
and the functions MA and K, satisfy 
(iii) for every e > 0 there exists a p : P”(E) Y 0 such that if E is a 
measurable set in R, contained in an interval [s, s .L- I] and with measure less 
than p, then SE M”(T) dr < c (equivalently, the family of L, functions 
M,(T): [0, l] + R, for s E R, defined by m,(7) : :M,(s + T) is uniformly 
integrable, or weakly precompact in L, , see [l, IV 8.9, 8.1 l]), and 
(iv) there exists a number NA so that j:” K”(T) dr 3:; NA for all s E H. 
(Equivalently, the family of L, function k,(T): [O, l] --f R defined by k8(T) = 
K”(S + T) is bounded in L, .) 
Remark. Wakeman [ll] assumed that MA(~) = constant, which is an 
example of a function that satisfies (iii), but not the general case. To obtain 
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an unbounded MA which satisfies (iii) we can take an integrable M,,(T) on [0, 1 J 
and extend it to the whole line by letting M”(T) = M,(r(mod 1)). Condition (iv) 
was used by Wakeman in [I 1, Theorem I] while in [ 11, Theorem 21, K”(T) is 
assumed to be constant. We shall prove the equivalent of [ 11, Theorem 21 under 
the general assumptions (i)-(iv). 
We shall now use the data NA and Pi provided by the original equation j 
(conditions (iii) and ( iv a ove in order to define the function space 3. It will ) b ) 
be clear that all the translates ft of f (and recall that fr(x, s) = f (x, t : s)) 
belong to 9. 
DFZFINITIOS 2.1. For every compact A C W let NA and pA(e) be given 
by conditions (iii) and (iv). The family 9 consists of all the functions 
g(x, s): W x R + R”, 
continuous in J and measurable in s that satisfy: ITor every compact set A C W 
there exist two locally L, functions MA,(I(~) and K&S) such that if x, y in ‘4 
and s E R, 
(i)” 1 g(s, s)i :< ilZA,g(S), 
(ii)” I gC.5 s) -- g(y, s)! =5 K,4.&) I x - y ‘, 
and the functions MA,II and K,,, satisfy 
s Oii) 
X if EC [s, s + 1] and the measure of E is less than Pi, then 
E !1f,4,,,(~) dT ;.: E, and 
Remark 2.2. A function g in F satisfies the Caratheodory condition (i)* 
that guarantees existence and the Lipschitz condition (ii)* that implies 
uniqueness. ‘Ihcrefore, the initial value problem 
“t = g(x, s), x(0) = X” 
has a unique solution 4(s, x,, , g), defined on a maximal interval ((Y, W) when OL 
and w depend on (x,, , g). Also either w = co (resp. (Y = --co) or C(s) converges 
to the boundary of TV as s --+ W- (resp. s 4 a+), see [3, Chap. 51. 
We shall now introduce the promised metric topology on 9. This metric is 
actually defined on equivalence classes of 9, since we do not distinguish between 
two elements that differ only on an s-set of measure zero. We shall give the 
definition in terms of the convergence structure and then present the equivalent 
metric. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The sequence g, converges to R,, in .F if for every x E W 
and s E R the sequence sigk(x, T) dT converges in R” to sigO(x, T) dr. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. The convergence in 9 given in Definition 2.3 is induced by 
a metric. 
Proof. Let (xi> b e a dense sequence in W and let sj be a dense sequence 
in R. For g, h in % define 
d(g, h) = f 2-ufj’ min (1, 1 I’ (g(x, , T) - h(xi , T)) d7 1). 
i,i-1 
Obviously, d is a metric on %. If g, converges to g, according to Definition 2.3, 
then each of the integrals in the definition of d(g, , g,) converges to zero and 
therefore d(g, , g,) + 0. On the other hand if d(g, , go) + 0 then the conver- 
gence condition in Definition 2.3 is satisfied with respect to the dense set 
(xi, sj) in W x R. The uniform integrability condition (iii)* implies that 
Jso b& 4 - g&, 4) d 7 is small if sj is close to s, and since sj is dense in R 
it follows that the validity of the convergence for each (xi , si) implies that the 
convergence holds for every (xi , s), s E R. The Lipschitz condition (iv)* 
provides the estimation 
for every g E % and in particular for g, , g, , g, . . . . which proves that $,gk(x, T) & 
converges to J:g,Jx, T) dT for every x and s. 
Remark. The type of convergence given in Definition 2.3 is not new. It 
was used in several cases for establishing continuous dependence (see the next 
section). Our metric is simply the weak topology generated by evaluating the 
integrals jig(x, T) d7, and fortunately under our assumptions it turns to be 
a metric topology. Similar topologies for integral equations were discussed in 
Miller and Sell [5] and later by Neustadt [8] for a more general case. The 
topology used by Wakeman [ll] is identical with our topology. 
3. THE CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
Continuous dependence results of similar type, i.e., with respect to the 
convergence given in Definition 2.3, go back at least to Gikhman [2], whose 
results were improved by several authors under various conditions, see the 
references in [8]. One can show that our conditions are covered by the very 
general theory of Neustadt [8, Theorem 6.11, but it will be much easier to give 
a direct proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let $(t, y, g) be the unique maximal solution of 
2 = g(x, 0, x(O) = Y 
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de$ned on the interval (LX(Y, g), w(y, g)). Then C$ is continuous where dejked ora 
R x W x 9, the function w(y, g) is lower semicontinuous on W x 5, and 
CY(~, g) is upper semicontinuous. 
Proof. Incidentally, the theorem is strictly included in the more general 
Theorem A8 in the author’s paper [12] which deals with a similar subject. 
Therefore, we shall present here only the main steps and omit details. 
Let ctk , xk , gk) converge to ctOj X0 , go ) and assume that +(to , x0, go) is 
defined. Let (a, /!) be the union of the intervals [a, b] with the property that, 
except for a finite number of indices the functions #(*, xR , gk) are defined 
on [a, b] and equicontinuous there. 
Let A C W be bounded. For g E F the solution through (to, x0) E R x Rin 
exists on an interval containing to . The uniform equicontinuity assumption 
(iii) * implies that the length of this interval, both in the positive and the negative 
directions, has a lower bound which depends only on A (and not on (to , x0) 
or g). This shows that (OL, /3) is well defined and open. Without loss of generality 
the same interval (01, /?) applies to every subsequence of (tk , xk , gk). 
The equicontinuity in the definition of (01, /3) implies that a subsequence of 
cc-, xk , gk) converges uniformly on compact subintervals of (01, /3) to a function 
$(a). From condition (iv)* one can deduce that the value of 
s bg(u(4, 4 dr 0 
is jointly continuous in g and u(n). Applying this to the converging sequence 
+(*, xk , gk) yields that #(b) = J-i go(#(T), T) dr - x0 , which means that #(T) = 
4(T, x o , go). The proof will be completed if we show that (01, p) is the maximal 
interval of +(r, x0 , go). This holds since if +(b, x0 , go) or +(a, x0 , go) are defined, 
we can use the estimation mentioned before in order to show that I#(., xk , glc) 
are defined and equicontinuous on a strictly bigger interval. 
4. THE COMPACTNESS 
THEOREM 4.1, The space S is compact. 
Proof. Let gl, be a sequence in 9. We shall find a converging subsequence. 
Let x be in Wand b > 0. The functions g,(x, T) defined on the interval r-4, b] 
are dominated by a uniformly integrable collection (condition (iii)*) and there- 
fore it is a weak -L, precompact family (see condition (iii) above). Thus a 
subsequence exists which converges weakly to a function go@, T). Let {xi> 
be a dense sequence in W. By a standard diagonal process we can find a sub- 
sequence gd of g, such that for every xi and every interval [a, b] the sequence 
g,(x+ , T) on [a, 61 converges weakly to go(xi , T). We shall now show that this 
weak limit go can be extended to all (x, T) E W x R in a way that go E 3. Once 
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this is done, the function g, is the limit in F of the sequence gd . Indeed the weak 
convergence implies that j:gd(xi , T) dr converges to $,g,,(x, , T) dT for all s 
and all xi in the dense sequence and this implies that ge converges to g, in the 
metric given in the proof of Proposition 2.4 and which induces the convergence 
in 9. In order to show that g, can be extended to all W x R we shall need 
LEMMA 4.2. Let K,(T) be a sequence of integrable positive functions on an 
interval [a, b] and assume si K,(T) d7 < p for all m. Then an integrable K,,(T) 
exists, with JL K,(T) dr < CL, such that whenever h,(T) is a sequence of L, functions 
on [a, b], converging weakly to h,(T), and 1 h,(T)] < K,,(T) a.e., then 1 h,-,(T)! < 
K,(T) a.e. 
The proof will be given later. We continue now with the proof of the theorem. 
Let A be a compact set in Wand assume that A is the closure of an open set. 
Let KG(T) = KAJr) be the L, function given by conditions (ii)* and (iv)*. 
Define K,&T) on an interval [M, M + 11 to be the function K,(T) given by 
Lemma 4.2. In this way KA,9 is defined on the whole real line, and moreover 
KA,s satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 with respect to Kt on each interval 
[s, s + 11. Therefore, condition (iv)* holds. If xi , xj belong to A then the 
sequence he(T) = (ge(xi , T) - ge(xj , T)) 1 xi - xj 1-l converges weakly to 
h,,(T) = (g,(x, , T) - g,,(xj , T)) 1 xi - xj 1-l. Condition (ii)* implies that 
he(T)1 < K,(T), and by Lemma 4.2 the weak limit h,,(T) satisfies j h,(r)\ < 
K&T) a.e. Thus ge(*, T) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on a dense set of A, 
and therefore can be extended in a unique way to all x E A, and the extension 
satisfies the same Lipschitz condition. Since W is the union of compact sets 
which are the closure of open sets, it follows that conditions (ii)* and (iv)* 
are fulfilled. Finally, we have to show the validity of conditions (i)* and (iii)*. 
Let A C W be compact and the closure of an open set. Let n/l,(T) = MA+(T) 
be given by conditions (i)* and (iii)* for ge . Let M,, = MAesrO be a weak limit 
of M! on finite intervals. Obviously, M,, satisfies condition (iv)*. Also, for xi E A 
the sequence gd(xi , T) converges on finite intervals weakly to g,,(xi , T), and since 
ge(xi , T)I < M((T) it follows that / g,(x, , T)i < MO(~). The continuity of g,, 
in x implies that / g,(x, T)] < M,,(T) f or each x E A and condition (i)* holds. 
Thus the extension of g, to all W belongs to 9. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We shall construct the function K,,(T). For a fixed 
integer N the sequence min(N, KvL(7)) is b ounded and therefore weakly pre- 
compact in L, . Thus a weakly converging subsequence exists. A simple diagonal 
process will show that a subsequence K, of K, exists so that min(N, K,(T)) 
converges weakly for every N = 1, 2,... . Denote the weak limit by DN(T) 
and let K,,(T) = sup V(T). Taking weak limits is a positive operation and 
therefore D”(t) is monotone in N. Also taking weak limits does not increase 
the L, norm and therefore each DN has norm less than p, and hence their 
monotone limit KO satisfies ji K,,(T) dT ,< IL. Now let he(T) converge weakly 
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to h,,(7). Without loss of generality, h, (C = 1, 2,...) are real valued and positive. 
As was done above with the sequence K, , let hj be a subsequence of h, so that 
for every N the sequence min(N, h,(~)) weakly converges, say to P(7). Since 
h,(7) converges weakly to h,(7) it is clear that sup P’(T) = A,(T). Now for each N 
the sequence of positive function min(N, K,(T)) - min(N, hj(~)) converges 
weakly to DN - hN, and therefore the latter is nonnegative. Taking the 
supremum implies that K, - h, is nonnegative. 
Remark. A somewhat simpler, but less constructive, proof of the lemma 
can be given as follows. Any bounded sequence in L, has a weak* limit point 
in the second dual of L, . This limit point is a finitely additive measure which 
vanishes on null sets of [a, b] (see [ 1, IV 8.161). This measure can be decomposed 
into a countably additive and a pure finitely additive measure [l, III 7.81. It is 
also clear that if the original sequence of L, functions is nonnegative then the 
limiting measures are nonnegative. Let K,,(T) be the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of the countably additive part of a limit point of K, . The weak convergence 
of h, to h, can be viewed as convergence in the weak* topology of the second 
dual, and therefore K,, - h, is the countably additive part of a limit point of 
K, - h, . Now K, - h,, nonnegative implies K,, - h, nonnegative. 
5. THE LOCAL FLOW 
Let X be a metric space. For each p E X let I, be an open real interval, 
with 0 E I, . Let S = {(t, p) : t E I,}. A function 7: S + X is a localjlow on X 
if (see [4, 71) 
(1) n(O, p) = p for each p, 
(2) t in ID and s in &.) implies t + s in I, and n(s, n(t, p)) = a(t + s, p), 
(3) each I, is maximal in the sense that if I, = (a,, w,) then either 
- 00 (resp. 01~ = -CO) or the closure of the trajectory (~(7, p): 0 < T < w,} 
lPn, compact (resp. the closure of {rr(~, p) : 01~ < 7 ,( 0) iS not compact), 
(4) z S ---f K is continuous, 
(5) if pk + p then I, C lim inf I PI; . 
We want to show that the function 
4 x9 g) = (C(t, x, g), gt) 
which is defined for (x, g) E W x 9 and t E (a(~, g), w(x, g)) is a local flow. 
We first note that 7r is well defined, since fl is translation invariant. 
Condition (1) is trivial. Condition (2) is implied by the semigroup property 
of the solution + and by the observation (gl),q = gt+, . Condition (3) is implied 
by the maximality of the interval (01(x, g), w(x, g)) (see Remark 2.2). In condition 
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(4) we have to check for the continuity of $(t, x, g), which is the subject of 
Theorem 3.1, and the continuity of (t, g) --f g, . The latter is trivial in view of 
conditions (i)* and (iii) *. Finally, condition (5) is equivalent to the lower 
semicontinuity of w(x, g) and the upper semicontinuity of CX(X, g), which were 
proven in Theorem 3.1. 
The flow n is defined on W x F, and Theorem 4.1 shows that 9 is compact. 
A consequence is that if the solution (b(t, x, f) is bounded or positively 
(negatively) bounded then the trajectory rr(t, x,f) is compact or, respectively, 
positively (negatively) compact. 
For applications of the last statement as well as other applications of the 
construction of the flow TC see Sell [9, lo], Miller and Sell [7], LaSalle [4], 
and Wakeman [l]]. 
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